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 Nowadays, textual information on the internet dominates web search engines. 

Conversely, the structured data available on web increases every day. With the quick 
development on the internet technology, finding answer to the user query is important 

in many applications such as information retrieval, natural language processing and 

QAS. QA system play vital role for providing the exact answer to user questions. The 
user can place a query and system search a knowledge source and return list of one or 

more results. The general QA system contains question refinement, information 

retrieval, answer extraction components. Query refinement is an important feature in 
the field of QA system because user often doesn‟t know the exact keywords to locate 

information relevant to their needs. The reformulated question better capture users‟ 

need and direct the user to discover related information to user keywords. In this paper 
we discussed pattern based approach for query refinement to provide better result to 

user question. The proposed system automatically learns text pattern form the user 

question that can be applied to text passage for extracting answer. We used question 
from TREC8, TREC9, and TREC10 data collection as a training set. Diverse type of 

question and corresponding pattern can be used in the proposed system for evaluation. 
The experimental results show noticeable improvement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In standard Question answering system, the user use set of keywords to represent the question in Natural 

Language. The QA system retrieve relevant set of documents related to the keyword present in the user 

question. Consequently, the formation of the user question using keyword does not meet the user requirement 

then the result given by the system is not acceptable. Therefore query refinement process is integrated to QA 

system to improve the accuracy of the retrieved results. Query refinement deal with recognizing feasible form of 

expressing answer given a question using Natural Language. This refinement component can be integrated with 

QA system to retrieve the answer in large document collections. [Sonia haiduc, Gabriel Bavota, 2013] reported 

that using automatic query reformulation for text retrieval in software engineering. The proposed recommender 

trained with sample of queries with relevant results. The system can automatically recommend reformulation 

strategy for user query. 

 For instance given user question is “when was Abraham Lincoln born?” to simplify how the pattern based 

reformulation works.  The question matches the following patterns: 

 “Abraham Lincoln born”,” Abraham Lincoln born was”, “Abraham Lincoln born was in”  

 “Abraham Lincoln born was on”, “Abraham Lincoln born was at”, “Abraham Lincoln was born” 

 “Abraham Lincoln was born in”, Abraham Lincoln was born on”, “Abraham Lincoln was born at” all 

these refinement are passed to IR component to retrieve the correct answer. Among these pattern Abraham 

Lincoln was born in” more specific pattern. The suggestion pattern in query refinement does not retrieve 

incorrect answer but also identify many possible form of candidate answer. 

 [Soubbotin, 2001] early prove that first use of reformulation pattern as clue in QA system to generate right 

answer to user question. The method searches the document collection for predefined pattern of textual phrases 

that may be translated as answer to certain type of questions. [Eric Brill, Jimmy Lin, 2001] reported that  data 

intensive question answering system uses hand crafted pattern for all type of question and were among the best 

scoring team at TREC-10 QA track. Their works shows hand crafted rules can produce good results for user 
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questions. Alternatively, [Brill et al., 2001] stated that uses of simple word permutation to construct paraphrase 

of the user question. Doing permutation on keyword in user questions like simple token they generate large set 

of reformulation pattern. During permutation process some ungrammatical pattern also generated but since they 

are mapped on to the large document collections.  

 [Ravichandran et al, 2002] stated that use hand crafted examples of question and answer pair based on the 

statistical machine learning techniques to automatically learn pattern along with confidence score. Conversely, 

the pattern does not include any semantic information. [Hermjakob et al, 2002] stated that use of semantic 

paraphrase helps to improve  performance of TextMap QA system [Kwok et al., 2001] stated that to perform the 

syntactic modification in user query such as Subject-Aux and Subject-Verb moments uses transformational 

grammars. [Radev, 2001] early prove that probabilistic QA system used to learn best reformulation for given 

query. [Molla, 2006] discussed that uses graph based representation for QA system. The system try to learn how 

to answer user question based on matching a graph representation of question and potential answer sentences. 

The system uses graph based logic form to translates question and answer sentences. 

 The rest of the paper organized as follows: section 2 present related works on query refinement based QA 

system. Section 3 discussed proposed architecture based on query refinements and its components. Section4 

present the evaluation of the proposed system. Section 5 discuss conclusion and feature work. 

 

Related Work: 

 Textual information retrieval (IR) systems are designed to discover documents that satisfy user‟s need in 

the large documents collection (internet). User given a query as set of keywords, an IR system will retrieve the 

documents relevant to the keywords in the user query. [Steven j. maiorano and Marius, Pasca, 2003] stated 

describe that IR system as document retrieval system. Research on QA system has been started in 1960. 

BASEBALL is the first QA system could answer on US baseball league and was limited to one term. In 1999, 

QA track has been integrated to Text Retrieval Conference.  

 In TREC, System handles different type of questions such as factoid, list and definition questions answer to 

this question are extracted from 4 GB document collection. Over the year, QA system has received lot of 

attention in industry as well as research society and become major application of NLP. However, the 

requirements for set up QA system in TREC have become more challenging task. Several methodology have 

been developed to addresses these challenges, [Clarke, Cormack, 2001] reported that statistical techniques for 

exploiting redundancy in question answering, [S.M. Harabagiu, D.I. Moldovan, 2000] stated that syntactic based 

analysis for document collection will helps to retrieve relevant results for used question. Query refinement (also 

called as surface pattern, paraphrase and answer pattern) can be used as standard technique in QA system 

working on huge document collection. [Chiyoung Seo, Sang-Won Lee, 2003] used an efficient inverted 

indexing method for fast accessing of information to user questions 

 The aim of the query refinement technique is to identifying different way of expressing an answer context 

to given question. [Jamileh Yousefi and Leila Kosseim, 2006] discussed semantic based query reformulation to 

fine the useful pattern which helps to find better candidate answer. For instance, TREC 2001, Q.NO:1389 who 

was the 22nd President of the US? refinement based QA system will search pattern like the 22nd President of 

the US is <NP>, the 22nd President of the US in document collection and instantiate <NP> with matching noun 

phrase. Some restriction has been imposed in ideal refinement pattern on answer so it does not retrieve incorrect 

answer. In the context of information extractions many of the word has been done based on automatic 

acquisition of refinement pattern. [Stevenson and Greenwood. 2005] used vector space model to learn the 

pattern automatically and rank them. 

 Semantic based reformulation [Muthukrishnan Ramprasath, Shanmugasundharam Hariharan, 2013] used in 

the QA system to automatically retrieve the answer form the huge document collections. As we discussed in the 

earlier, Pattern based approach for query refinement is purely based on the lexical or syntactic features of the 

sentences. While searching a huge collection of documents for answering user question, having lexical and 

syntactic refinement may be enough because collection shows lot of redundancy. Semantic feature should 

include during the acquisition of the pattern. [Muthukrishnan Ramprasath, 2013] reported that impose semantic 

constrain on relations between question and answer sentence which helps to improve the performance of system. 

Compare to the previous work our proposed system imposes semantic constrain on main verbs in question and 

semantic match on relation using Word Net‟s meronym, hypernym and hyponyms hierarchy. 

 

Proposed Qa Architecture Based On Query Refinement: 

 The proposed architecture uses internet as a linguistic resource for answering user question based on query 

refinement approach. The general components of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure .1 such as query 

refinement based on question pattern, answer extraction and evaluation of the system. The architecture diagram 

uses mapping direct User can post question „Q‟ to cluster head (CL-H1) using Natural language. The CL-H1 will 

take question strings and transform in to set of queries using linguistic approach. Subsequently, question 

normalizer will helps to removes the punctuation, question marks and drops duplicate white space in question 
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sentence also replace the short form verbs “is” and “are” by their full forms, for instance “who‟s” transformed 

into  “who is”. Then original query is reformulated and send to query translation. The CL-H2 used to extract the 

semantic relation between question and answer pair and generating answer pattern using TREC data sets. The 

final CL-H3 used to assign candidate answer and TREC question and answer used for evaluation of the system. 

 

Question Formation and Normalization: 

 Here we discuss the formation of user question and normalization process on questions. Linguistic approach 

used in question formation to transform a question string into set of queries. Asking the correct question to the 

system helps to improve the relevance of the results return by the search engine. Question normalizer and 

question generator is responsible for question formation. Every user question often holds verbs structure with 

auxiliary verb which have been changed in the answer by simple verb form.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Query Refinement architecture based on OOAD concepts. 

 
Table 1: auxiliary verb in question and its transformations. 

Auxiliary verbs in questions Transformations 

Is/are/was/were + verb gerund / past participle 
is/are/was/were 

gerund / past participle 

can/could/will/would/shall/should/ 
may/might/must +verb 

can/could/will/would/shall/should/ 
may/might/must +verb 

have/has/had [...] past participle 
has/have/had past participle / 

simple past 

do + verb verb 

does + verb 
3rd  person singular present tense 

 

did + verb Simple past 

 

 For instance, consider the question from TREC 10 data set “when did Elvis Presley die?”  The snippets 

passage answer this question is possibly contains string “Presley died on”. The auxiliary verb “did” does not 

appear in the answer passage and it should be removed from the question string. The main verb in the question 

will betransformed into simple past. Some time the above verbs are not necessarily auxiliary verbs (for instance 

“is” in what is family?”).  Question normalization component only transforms these verbs if they occur as 

auxiliary or else they are handled by query refinement component. To identify the main verb in the user question 

Part of speech tagger is used. In some situation, the auxiliary verb needs to be moved before main verb, in other 

cases auxiliary verbs is dropped and main verb is transformed.  

 

Pattern based Query Refinement: 

 Our system uses query refinements approach which uses hand-crafted pattern and it‟s only relied on Named 

entities for semantic constrains. For instance, given a question “Who invented the slinky?” our system needs to 

identify which answer pattern is look for. The system uses two types of patterns: question pattern is used to 

define type of question and answer pattern to be searched for in document collections. The above question will 

be matched to the question pattern who VRB person? This pattern will look for any one of these answer pattern 

in document collection: 

 <QW>     <VRB>     <ANSWER> 

 <ANSWER>     <VRB>    by   <QW> 

Pattern based Query refinement(CL-H1) Answer extraction(CL-H2) Evaluation(CL-H3)

1 : Question formation and Normalization()

2 : Query refinement()

3 : Question Translation()

4 : TREC Data set()

5 : Answer Pattern generation()

6 : Semantic relation extraction()

7 : Weight assignment()
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 Where <ANSWER> is candidate answer <QW> is question word or terms, and <VRB> is verb in question 

sentence. Our system use hand crafted pattern for both question and answer using following tags; 

- Part of speech (e.g.VRB) 

- Tags on string  (e.g. Any-sequence -words) 

- Question keyword (e.g. what, where, how) 

- Named entity tags (e.g. Person) 

 

Question translation:  

 Question translation component uses two set of text pattern such as question and answer pattern. Where 

question pattern are applied to question string for translation and extract related information to user question. 

Answer pattern used in answer extraction component to extract relevant information form document collections. 

The idea behind in the approach is that each question can be reduced to 3 components. For instance consider 

question “How wide is the Milky Way galaxy?” (TREC 10 q.no:1020) this question can be translated as 

follows: 

Property: Number  

Target: wide  

Context: milky Way galaxy 

 The question asks for property of the target object “milky way galaxy” which is number. These component 

help to form translation of a question. Our system uses 70 properties that a question may ask for. Some of the 

properties are DATE of an event, asking person NAME, LOCATION etc. Regular expression can be used to 

represent the patterns contains exactly one Target tag (<T>) indicating target of the question contexts tag (<C>), 

indicating context information and (<P>) indication property. The question can automatically be translated by 

applying these patterns sequentially. 

 

Proposed algorithm: 

 We used search engine to find the sentences that contain correct answer to user question and generalize 

them into semantic pattern. To do so, we initially uses question and answer pair from TREC document 

collections from which we learn how to specify each type of question. First we investigate each question and 

answer pairs to extract relevant answer type, its keywords and its semantic relations.  

Pseudo code for proposed system: Query Refinement based on Pattern Analysis 

Input: user question Qu = {q1, q2… qn}, TREC corpus C 

Output: set of pattern based refinement queries R= {(Qr, Qp)} 

 

Process:  

(1) Extract keyword from question containing (q1,q2, … qi ) and  (a1,a2,…aj)  from corpus . 

(2) for each relevant passage  

Find (qi, aj) semantic relations and define semantic constrain <QARG, REL>. 

(3) Construct question (QES) and submit to web (WWW). 

(4) Remove stop words. 

(5) Syntactico - Semantic pattern construction   

SSP: <ANS> <VRB> <QKEY>. 

(6) Learn to assign the weights to candidate answer. 

 

Fig. 2: pseudo code for query refinement based on pattern analysis. 

 

 The details variable used of pseudo code and data structure of the proposed system is provided in figure 2. 

Initially keywords are extracted from question and answer pair. Then the pseudo code extracts the semantic 

relation <QARG, REL> from the retrieved passage which can be used to construct Syntactico - Semantic 

pattern. Finally the weight can be assigned to candidate answer. 

 

Training corpus: 

 Our system use 1343 question and answer pair form TREC -8, TREC-9, and TREC-10 collection data. Each 

question and answer pair in the data set composed of question and its corresponding answer. For example  

Q.NO. 895: What County is Modesto, California in?  ANS: Modesto in Stanislaus County 

Q.NO.928: when did John F. Kennedy get elected as President? ANS: Kennedy, a democrat who was 

elected President In1960. 

Q.NO.968: Where is the Mall of the America?  ANS: Mall of America in Minnesota 

We divided the TREC data sets according to the type of question. [Plamondon, Lapalme, 2001] reported that 

classification algorithm to classify question into seven main class and 20 subclasses. 
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Table 2: TREC corpus size according to the type of question. 

Question type in Corpus Number of question answer pair 

Who 208 

Where 119 

when 88 

What 747 

Why 8 

How 111 

Which 32 

Other 30 

total 1343 

 

Semantic Relations Extraction and filtering: 

 The objective of the proposed system is to find the patterns that are semantically equivalent. We use 

sentences from the web for finding the semantic relation between keywords in question and answer that holding 

semantic relation.[Chiyoung Seo, Sang-Won Lee,2003] we used efficient inverted indexing algorithm for 

retrieve the relevant passage which containing user query term and its used to find semantic relation between 

them. The goal of inverted indexing algorithm is used for fast accessing of information from the internet. In 

general, the main verb in the question helps to identify the semantic relation. For instance, the verb “developed” 

in the question can be considered as semantic relation: 

Q.NO:911: who developed the vaccination against polio? 

ANS: The developer of the Salk Polio vaccine, Jonas Salk. 

By using relation schema we representing above concepts: 

Relation Schema: Q-Aug-1: vaccination 

Relation: developed 

Q-Aug-2: polio, against  

Validation of semantic relationship can be done based on the frequency of answers in the document collection. 

 After determining the semantic relation, we produce semantic representation composed of relation words in 

question and answers, its synonyms, hyponyms, meronym and hypernymy obtain from WordNet.  

Original verb in user question: 1 

Synonym of the question verb: 0.44 

Hypernym of the verb in the question: 0.66 

Meronym in the question: 0.74 

 All its possible senses of verb in the question should be considered. After extracting semantic relation 

between the question and answer we filter the sentences according of semantic relation holding between them. 

 

Answer pattern generation:  

 In answer pattern generation, find many sentences from the document collections (World Wide Web) that 

contain the answers and observe if we can specify them into Syntactico- semantic pattern. For each question and 

answer pair from the TREC data set, we define set as set of keywords which we consider a relevant document 

should contain. We uses Google search engine to post the user question and examine the first 500 documents to 

recognize the sentences that are likely to contain the answer keywords. From the above results we retained the 

document which only contains question keywords and at least one answers argument. To generate answer 

pattern from user question we used hand crafted patterns and we used 893 question of TREC-8&9 as a training 

set and 1000 questions of TREC-10&11 for testing. We used 77 formulation templates for TREC8&9 questions. 

From that satisfied templates are activated. The following table shows answer template for each type of 

question. For instance, consider question and answer pair for TREC data set: 

Q.NO911: who developed the vaccination against polio? 

ANS: The developer of the Salk Polio vaccine, Jonas Salk. 

 The relevant document for the above question and answer pair should contain keyword “developed”, 

“vaccination”“and “polio”.  Therefore the question used to search the internet should contain all the keywords 

found in the question –answer pair.  After the identification of set of sentences containing answer, the semantic 

relation can be extracted. We use syntactic and semantic feature to specify them into pattern.  

Q-keywords = {developed, vaccination, polio} 

 Q – Keywords are constructed by using noun phrase detected in question. [Ramshaw, Marcus, 1995] 

reported that NP chunker to identify the base noun phrase. The candidate answer in TREC8-11 collection 

typically noun phrase contain one or more keywords. We use question keywords and answer sub phrase to 

search the web for increases the recall of document retrieval. We limit the sub-phrase contain minimal 5 words. 

To rank the candidate answer the sub- phrase can be used later. Finally we group candidate answers and its 

entire sub- phrase in answer set keywords. For instance, 

 
Table 3: Answer Template for each type of questions. 
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Question type Example question from TREC Number of templates 

Why 
(748)Why is Jane Goodall famous? 

 
2 

What (#503) What kind of sports team is the Buffalo Sabres? 21 

Which (#78) Which large U.S. city had the highest murder rate for 1988? 2 

who (#128)Who was the second man to walk on the moon? 7 

When (#107)When was China's first nuclear test? 6 

Where (#55)Where is Microsoft's corporate headquarters located? 9 

How many (#486)How many states have a "lemon law" for new automobiles? 11 

How much (# 569)How much calcium should an adult female have daily? 6 

How (other) (#9)How far is Yaroslavl from Moscow? 11 

Name (#890)Name the highest mountain. 2 

Total  77 

 

ANS-keywords = {(developed, Salk Polio vaccine, Jonas Salk)} 

 At this junction, the special form of answer pattern is constructed by replacing the noun phrase 

corresponding to answer keywords by the tag <ANSWER> and the noun phrase corresponding to the question 

keywords by the tag <QKEYx> where x is used as keyword counter. We replace some other noun phrase that 

are neither question keywords nor answer keywords with <NPx>. To get more general form of answer pattern 

the preposition can be removed from the answer sentences. From the answer sentences we obtain the following 

pattern: 

<ANSWER> <VERB> <QKEY1> TO <QKEY2> | <verb> <developed> 

 The verb, a noun or adjective in the candidate sentence helps to identify the semantic relation. Finally we 

replace the <ANSWER> tag with corresponding named- entity-tag. [Cunningham, H, 2002] stated that GateNE 

named entity tagger is used to tag the answer in training set. While, the user question call for location the 

following is produced: 

<ORGANIZATION> <VERB> <QKEY1> TO < QKEY2> | <verb> <develop> 

 

Weighting the candidate patterns: 

 Weighting the candidate pattern is challenging task in QA system because each pattern is independent to 

others. These assignments help for better ranking pattern list by their quality and precision and confidence level. 

For our experimental we used more analytical factor such as frequency of pattern, its length, answer sub-phrase 

score and level of semantic similarity in the quality of each pattern. We created function to produce for each 

pattern over the most important factor; the values of the weight lie between 0 and 1. Let Xi be the ith pattern of 

pattern set X extracted from question and answer pairs. We estimate the each feature as follows: 

Count (Xi)  Number of time the pattern was extracted from the question.  

Length (Xi)  Length of the pattern will used of ranking purpose. Shorter distance will give more rank. 

Distance  Distance can be measured in terms words between closeted terms from question keywords in 

pattern and answer. The longer distance between the words have less confidence and shorter distance have more 

confidence level. 

Sub-phrase-score   it can be calculated depends on the similarity of the full candidate answers. Simple 

method to estimate answer sub-phrase by its length 
𝑠𝑢𝑚  𝑜𝑓  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠  𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑖𝑛  𝑏𝑜𝑡   𝑋𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟   

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑜   𝑜𝑓  𝑡𝑒  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑡𝑒  𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟
  

S_S (Vq, SXi )  Measure the similarity between the original verb in the question and candidate pattern 

The overall weight of (Xi) = 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡  (𝑥𝑖)

𝑥
×

1

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 (𝑥𝑖)
×

1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
× 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 × 𝑠_𝑠(𝑣𝑞 , sxi

 ) 

 For instance, consider the question who is the fastest swimmer in the world? .The question pattern along 

with ranked answer: 

1.00 <QKEY1> on <QKEY2> <PERSON> | Verb (swimmer) 

0.75 <QKEY1> on <QKEY2> <PERSON> | Verb (swimmer) 

0.56<QKEY1> to <VERB> on <QARG2> <PERSON> |Verb (swimmer) 

0.41 <PERSON> QKEY1 on QKEY2| Verb (swimmer) 

0.22 <QKEY2> to <VERB> on <QKEY2> <PERSON> | Verb (swimmer) 

 

Fig. 3: Example of ranked answer pattern. 

 

Evaluation: 

 Perl scripting language was used to implement our system. The proposed system is easy to use and it was 

developed for experimental purpose. The objective of the system is to evaluate the quality of results.  We used 

493 hand crafted pattern from TREC -11 for evaluation purpose. [Voorhees, Harman, 2002] reported that the 

most questions in TREC-QA are factoid questions that are answered by using short noun phrases.  

 
Table 4: Result of each question type with original hand crafted patterns and system generated pattern. 
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Type of 
question 

No of 
question 

No .of question with at least one 

candidate answer 

Correct answer for user query in 

top 5 candidate 

Result limited with syntactic 

and  semantic pattern 

(Precision) 

Original hand 
crafted Pattern 

System 

generated 

pattern 

Original hand 
crafted Pattern 

System 

generated 

pattern 

Hand crafted 
Pattern 

System 

generated 

pattern 

Who 52 41 45 35 38 0.85 0.84 

What 266 80 85 42 56 0.52 0.65 

Where 39 31 33 23 28 0.74 0.84 

When 71 42 48 29 33 0.69 0.68 

How 53 20 27 8 22 0.4 0.81 

Which 12 6 8 4 5 0.66 0.62 

Total 493 180 250 141 182 0.643 0.70 

 
Table 5: Result of each question type based on features. 

 

 

 
Type of question 

 

 

 
No of question 

Existing system Proposed system 

Result limited with syntactic pattern 
(Precision) 

Result limited with syntactic and semantic 
pattern (Precision) 

Hand crafted 

Pattern 

System generated 

pattern 

Hand crafted 

Pattern 

System generated 

pattern 

Who 52 0.571 0.648 0.85 0.84 

What 266 0.500 0.522 0.52 0.65 

Where 39 0.533 0.578 0.74 0.84 

When 71 0.687 0.720 0.69 0.68 

How 53 0.277 0.462 0.4 0.81 

Which 12 0 0 0.66 0.62 

Total 493 0.538 0.646 0.643 0.70 

 

 The original hand crafted refinement pattern and learned patterns are used for evaluation. The answers were 

compared in both runs based on syntactic and semantic pattern. The results are reported in table 4 and Table 5. 

The result of comparison based on the precision and number of question with at least one candidate answer.         

[Jamileh Yousefi , Leila Kosseim 2006]  existing  reformulation system result was limited to syntactic pattern 

and the precision scores reported in table 5.  Our proposed system results were limited with both syntactic, 

semantic patterns and uses precision sores as a metric for evaluation. The score shows that slight increase in 

generated pattern. We consider that the probable improvement is actually greater than what is came. In our 

proposed system the results are limited to semantically equivalent patterns.  

 

Conclusion:  

 We present the method for obtaining pattern automatically based on Syntactico and semantic feature of the 

sentence retrieved from the search engine. Pattern based query refinement for Question Answering System will 

retrieve the accurate results to user question. Using newly generated pattern does not increase the Precision of 

our system significantly compare to hand-crafted rules. In future, we suggest the systematically evaluating the 

patterns and adjustment of the factor that take part in weighting the pattern will produce the good quality of the 

pattern. 
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